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Average student debt for the Class of 2008 (2010)1:
!

Two-year program: $14,900

!

Four-year program: $26,300

!

Master’s degree: $26,600

!

Doctoral studies: $41,000

Related estimates:
!

Tuition fee revenue to post-secondary institutions
has tripled since 2001.2

!

Total student debt in Canada (2012): $28 billion

!

Total interest paid by a borrower to the Canada
Student Loans Program in financing $30,000 of
student debt over 10 years (2017): $10,318.873

!

Total interest payments from all borrowers
charged by the Canada Student Loans Program
(2015-2016): $580 million4

!

Debt owed to the Canada Student Loans Program
(2015): $19 billion5

!

Debt-to-disposable income ratio in Canada (2017):
171 percent6
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Introduction
In recent decades, the Federation has
expressed a consistent narrative on
student debt (captured in Figure 1):
governments have shifted post-secondary costs onto students and, as a consequence, post-secondary education is no
longer the social equalizer it once was.
The system has shifted from a publicly-funded to a publicly-assisted model,
and students have been forced to fill
the void.
This is a grave injustice given that
post-secondary training is no longer
a luxury, but required for a decent
income and a just society. This high tuition, high debt status quo discriminates
against students unable to pay up-front
costs and carries significant economic
and social consequences.

Fig 1.
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Recent studies confirm this explanation.7 As upfront costs escalate, wealthier students predominate on post-secondary campuses, while marginalized students more likely to earn lower incomes
– Indigenous students, students with disabilities,
student parents, racialized students, queer and
trans students – are increasingly left behind.
Adding insult to injury are interest rates charged
by many student loans (like the Canada Student
Loans Program), which have the effect of worsening debt burdens as graduates attempt to begin
a career or start a family. For example, under the
Canada Student Loans Program (CSLP), a student
with $30,000 in debt can expect to pay an ad-
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ditional $10,318.87 in interest over ten years. On
a larger scale, the CSLP charged $580 million in
interest to all borrowers in 2015-2016.8
This is why we need renewal in our post-secondary
education system, including: honouring Canada’s
Treaty promises to Indigenous students, eliminating tuition fees for all students in all programs,
proper funding for skilled trade apprenticeships
and adult education, and student assistance that
eliminates barriers to learning and reduces debt
early in a graduate’s career. These are ideas that
can reverse decades of bad policy choices.

And yet, posing these alternatives only takes us so far. A
political economy approach – which appreciates the political
factors in economic outcomes – gets us further and links the rise
of student debt to the neoliberal9 era in Canadian capitalism. This era,
as we explain here, has encouraged stagnant wages, precarious work,
the privatization of public services and the redistribution of wealth to upper
income earners. Research on student debt must appreciate this context, and
any solution to our student debt crisis – and Canada’s household debt crisis in
general – must prioritize debt reduction as a crucial economic strategy.
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Precarious for most, lucrative for some:
neoliberalism in Canada
Canada has been in decline as a nation socially, environmentally and politically since the 1980s; that’s when both Conservative and Liberal parties dumped the
Keynesian system based on governing in the public interest [and] replaced it with a
neoliberal system of governing in the interest of wealthy and big business elites — a
system that unfortunately has prevailed ever since.
– Ed Finn, Editor, CCPA Monitor (2015)10
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Canada, like all advanced capitalist economies,
experienced massive change in the decades after
the Second World War. Public policy was guided
by a focus on full employment, while government
programs facilitated income security: public education, employment standards legislation, workers
compensation, health and safety regimes, Old Age
Security and the Canada/Quebec Pension Plans,
unemployment insurance and public health care.
These were policy achievements demanded by
generations of Canadians who had lived through
the Great Depression of the 1930s and the terrifying emergence of fascism in Europe. They demonstrated the extent to which everyday people, and
the campaigns they built, exerted real influence in
demanding new social rights.
The neoliberal shift in Canadian capitalism by the
early 1980s attempted to shift public policy in a
different direction.11 A global oil crisis in the early
1970s inspired new efforts by powerful insiders to
reduce inflation, limit the scope of government
and open domestic markets to global trade. As the

Fig 2.

power of progressive groups declined, neoliberal
voices took centre stage. The election of Margaret
Thatcher in Britain, Ronald Reagan in the United
States and Brian Mulroney in Canada sent a clear
message: the era of income security was over. Increasingly, “fend for yourself” neoliberalism was the
new fashion in policy circles.
Today, neoliberal ideas define Canada’s political
establishment. Most governments agree that user
fees, such as tuition fees, should rise, while the
scope of public services should shrink. Corporate
taxes have fallen precipitously and government
spending has dropped to its lowest level
since 1946.12
All this, Canadians were told, would usher in a
new era of prosperity and economic growth. But
as Figure 2 explains, the reality has been different
for students and recent graduates. Tax cuts and
spending cuts have not created widespread prosperity; instead, real wages have stagnated, while
student debt has soared.
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To make matters worse, precarious work now
defines most forms of employment, particularly for
young workers and marginalized groups. In Ontario alone, home to Canada’s largest workforce, two
figures stand out: the proportion of workers now
earning the minimum wage (which has grown
fivefold since 1997) and the number of unpaid
internships (which reached 300,000 by 2016).13
Fig 3.

As Figure 3 notes, the neoliberal era has also
meant fantastic growth for a privileged few. The
richest CEOs in Canada now earn 193 times the
average salary,14 and two families – the Thomsons,
owners of Thomson Reuters, and the Westons,
owners of Loblaws Companies Limited – possess
the same wealth as the poorest 30 percent of Canadians (or 11 million people).

Wealth Inequality in Canada
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David MacDonald from the Canadian Centre for
Policy Alternatives explains how the neoliberal
push for corporate tax cuts has also contributed
to wealth inequality. In 1997, the federal corporate
tax rate was 31 percent, non-financial corporate
surplus was around $100 billion and Canada’s
national debt was just under $560 billion. By
2014, the corporate tax rate was 15.5 percent, and
non-financial corporate surplus ($630 billion) had
exceeded the size of Canada’s national debt.16
Canadians, MacDonald insists, were sold a false
bill of goods: “Corporate Canada argued in the
late 1990s that they’d use [corporate tax savings]
to build more factories, train more workers, and
make Canada more productive … [I]nstead we dutifully cut social programs to pay Corporate Canada to stuff those tax cuts under their gold rimmed
mattresses (with memory foam).”17
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11 million poorest
Canadians

Leveraged nation: soaring
debt and financial insecurity
During the 2007-2008 global financial crisis, Canada
was seen as an oasis in economic terms. A decade
later, to compensate for stagnating wages, precarious work and wealth inequality, Canadians have
taken on unprecedented levels of debt, creating a
new context of financial insecurity. Financial institutions have promoted this course of action, citing
low interest rates as an opportunity for consumers.
In reality, after years of low interest rates (and
unprecedented access to credit), Canadian households have instead seen the biggest jump in consumer debt of any G7 nation. As Figure 4 notes,
from 1999-2012, as student loan debt rose by 140
percent, credit card and installment debt increased
by 191 percent, vehicle loans increased by 204 percent and lines of credit increased by a staggering
436 percent. With mortgages and other forms of
debt included, total debt in Canada reached 1.34
trillion by 2012.

Fig 4.
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These trends have officials sounding alarm bells.
In 2015, household debt exceeded the size of the
Canadian economy ($1.6 trillion), and the Bank of
Canada warned that this trend was not sustainable.18 In January 2016, the Parliamentary Budget
Officer noted that household debt had reached
171 percent of disposable income, and a financial
crisis is likely when interest rates rise.19 Student
debt exists in this larger context of
financial insecurity.
Two recent polls reveal the volatile nature of this
situation. The first, conducted for the Canadian
Payroll Association, found 48 percent of respondents would be unable to meet their financial
obligations if payroll was delayed a week, and 39
percent were “overwhelmed“ with their debt.20
The second poll found 69 percent were concerned
about their financial security, and more than half
of respondents were unable to absorb an additional $200 in their monthly costs. For 718,000
Canadians, even a 25 basis point (0.25 percent) rise
in interest rates would push them “…into a negative cash flow situation.”21
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These sentiments are common among students
who bear huge costs for their post-secondary
training, while graduating into an economy with
limited space for a decent life. Now more than
ever, decision-makers must prioritize strategies of
debt reduction for all Canadians and student debt
should be a focus of concern.
For that to happen, we must challenge the power
of banks and financial institutions that profit from
high debt and financial insecurity. These interests
earn billions from fees and commissions tied to
private student loans, lines of credit, installment
loans and mutual funds that are leveraging the
Canadian economy.22

Sign
HerE.

Challenging neoliberalism:
the case for debt reduction
(and free education)
As you read these words, former students and
part-time students23 are struggling with student
loan payments. The CSLP notes that a third of
borrowers utilize its Repayment Assistance Program (RAP), which means that they earn less than
$25,000 per year. And, as the 2017 Federal Budget
noted, there is a gendered dimension for CSLP users with women accounting for 60 percent of CSLP
recipients and 66 percent of RAP users.24
Over one in ten CSLP recipients (13 percent) currently default on their loans,25 which means the
federal government will write off $178 million in
CSLP debt for 2017.26 But in practice, CSLP users
with severe financial hardship have few options.

Bankruptcy applications for discharging student
loans are notoriously difficult and are only possible
seven years after graduation. Until then, low-income borrowers face abrasive calls by loan officers
who often attempt to harass and humiliate them
into submission.27 Every six months, students must
re-apply for RAP benefits, and failure to do so
means more abrasive calls, often on a daily basis.
Meanwhile, to make ends meet, borrowers survive on their own by any means necessary. They
seek paid work – often any precarious work available – to make the calls stop. They move back in
with parents, or live with elderly relatives in need
of care. They delay career goals and plans to start
families. They ‘consolidate’ non-student debt with
the latest products from financial institutions. As
they do so, they emulate a model of citizenship
encouraged by the neoliberal thinkers that promote “fend for yourself” strategies. As one writer
notes from the U.S. experience,
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…[a]s [governments] disinvest from [post-secondary education] and compel students
to take on ever-increasing debt loads to fund their studies, the experience and purpose of [post-secondary education] is transformed … [it becomes] an entrepreneurial
activity, a species of personal investment and risk-taking that places the attainment of future returns above all other concerns.
By integrating [post-secondary education] into the circuits of financial capitalism,
the state encourages debtors to look to the market for self-improvement and personal security … but as the legions of student loan debtors can attest, investment in
[post-secondary education] is no longer a guarantee of remunerative employment
or personal financial security. It is an increasingly risky investment that can bring
the student into severe financial distress, and in the worst cases, to the door of the
bankruptcy court to seek relief.28
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In reviewing the political economy of student debt
in Canada, we have seen how Canada’s neoliberal
era has privileged a select few while most have
seen stagnant wages, precarious work, higher user
fees and diminished public services. But efforts to
chart a more progressive course must challenge
the neoliberal ideology proffered by decision-makers and reveal those who profit from our high debt
status quo.
Canada’s largest six chartered banks collectively
account for 84 percent of retail banking in Canada,
and earned profits of $35 billion in 2015, and first
quarter profits alone in 2017 were $10.5 billion.29
The financial sector as a whole employs six percent of Canadians, but accounts for 25 percent of
corporate assets.30 They are supported by public
policy at the federal level, and given privileged
access to credit that is then sold to consumers at a
significant mark-up. Embedded in their products,
as well, are significant fees.
The power of these actors is evident on any
post-secondary campus. Campus hubs (particularly during the fall semester) feature bank representatives promoting credit cards, student lines of
credit or private student loans, with a particular
focus on students in professional programs (e.g.:
aviation technology, law, dentistry or medicine)
whose fees exceed the capacity of funds available
through public student grants or loans. Thanks to
the slipshod nature of student assistance in Canada, there are hefty profits to be made in providing
these products.
Consider the case of private student loans, where,
unlike public loans, interest is often levied on students while they study. This allows financial institutions to reap massive interest at the expense of
students, a practice also repeated through credit
cards and student lines of credit.
Another galling example are fees charged by
mutual funds promoted for savings in Registered
Education Savings Programs (RESPs). For decades,
Canadians have been encouraged (by federal tax
policy) to save through RESPs for post-secondary
costs, but most would be shocked to learn that
the average fee (i.e.: “Management Expense Ratio”,

or MER) in Canadian mutual funds siphons away
a huge portion of one’s savings. As one financial
expert explained to CBC News: “If you have a fund
that has an MER of 2.5 percent, that’s going to
consume almost 50 percent of the potential value
of the portfolio over 25 years.”31
It is also worth noting the tax-sponsored status of
RESP investments and that upper income earners
disproportionately hold them. In 2016, $1.1 billion
in federal tax expenditures went to fund RESP savings that disproportionately benefit higher income
Canadians.32 In 2013, 49 percent went to families
with household incomes exceeding $90,000, while
32 percent went to families earning more than
$125,000. At a time when one in eight Canadians
regularly experience food insecurity,33 and nearly
100 First Nations are without clean drinking water,34 this use of public funds is shameful.
Of course, some argue a “buyer beware” principle
comes with all financial products, and that students must “live below their means” when taking
on debt.35 But these arguments, rather conveniently, ignore the issue of corporate power and the impact of neoliberal policies in shaping our capacity
to work and save. A political economy of student
debt insists that we examine the larger context.
Our economy is now leveraged with debt, and will
face real consequences if it remains beholden to
neoliberal ideas. Student debt will rise, wages will
stagnate, precarious work will flourish and wealth
will continue to trickle upwards. Appeals to “fend
for yourself” in this context are a ruse for ignoring
powerful interests as they exploit others. It represents a classic strategy of bait and switch.
Thankfully, students are challenging neoliberalism.
The call for free education – and debt reduction
– is an inspiring goal whose time has come. With
this in mind, we must consider Ontario and New
Brunswick’s limited proposals for “free tuition” as
partial victories, even if both fall well short. More
ambitious announcements in the Philippines,
Germany, Chile, New York State and San Francisco
suggest a tide is turning towards free education,
and this is thanks to popular pressure.36
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Canada could join 18 other nations that charge nominal or zero tuition for post-secondary training and
the gains would be considerable. Student debt would fall, and graduates would be free to pursue their
dreams. The major challenges we face – climate change, wealth inequality, precarious work, racism,
ableism, homophobia and transphobia – would be met by empowered minds, not blunted by subsistence in the service or “sharing” economy.37

CHeckmat

Ultimately, a political economy of student debt points to one overall conclusion: it is time to challenge
neoliberalism and demand progressive change. As the 2017 Alternative Federal Budget notes,38 we
need debt reduction across the board, justice for marginalized people, strong public services, good
jobs and accountability from economic elites. That is what an economic recovery
looks like.

NOOOO!
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CHeckmate!

NOOOO!
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